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One of the first things that strikes the modern visitor to the houses of Pompeii is their wall-

decorations. Where today's householder is content with a patterned wallpaper or a simple 

coat of paint, his ancient counterpart surrounded himself with polychrome murals, often 

tricked out with fantastic ornaments and architectural designs, and often including pictures 

of episodes from Greek mythology. Naturally enough, the richness of the decorations varied 

from room to room, and from house to house. The finest paintings were reserved for dining-

rooms and other parts of the house which would be seen by guests, slightly less elaborate 

schemes were applied in family bedrooms, and so on down to the bedrooms of trusted 

slaves, which would be painted in very modest fashion, and to utility rooms such as kitchens 

and store-rooms, which might not be painted at all. The houses of the lower classes would 

be more simply painted than those of the well-to-do, but even here at least one room was 

singled out for finer treatment. 

 

Costs 

 

It is clear that the richness of the paintings was geared to a sliding-scale of costs. Coloured 

decorations with mythological scenes were the most expensive; white-ground decorations 

with second-rank subjects, such as landscapes or still lifes, were rather cheaper; and plain 

schemes of bands and stripes were the cheapest of all. The mythological pictures 

themselves could come in "de luxe" and "economy" versions; the former showed the figures 

in architectural or landscape settings, the latter isolated on a white background. Obviously 

the more expensive decorations were those which took the longest to paint and required 

the most highly skilled craftsmen. But the price of materials was a further factor. 

Information given by ancient writers reveals that certain pigments were more expensive 

than others. Red ochre from Sinope on the Black Sea, for example, cost four times as much 

as red from Africa. The most costly pigments of all, the so-called "florid" colours, including 

cinnabar (vermilion), azurite and Tyrian purple, were not normally stocked by firms of 

painters, but had to be supplied by the client or obtained by special arrangement. All this 

meant that the clients with the greatest spending power were those who could afford the 

richest decorations. Indeed, the richness of their decorations would be a way of advertising 

their wealth and status. 

 

 

 

 

 



The plaster 

 

Even the more modest paintings involved a great deal more work than the wall-decorations 

of today. Let us examine the processes of plastering and painting, in so far as they can be 

reconstructed from passages in ancient books, notably the treatise on architecture by 

Vitruvius, and from the evidence of the surviving wall-paintings themselves. 

 

Vitruvius recommends that the ground for painting should consist of no less than six coats 

of plaster, each carefully finished and firmly compacted before the next was applied. The 

type of plaster used was lime-plaster (that is a plaster made from slaked lime, calcium 

hydroxide), which is more durable and damp-resistant than gypsum-plaster, the material 

used in ancient Egypt. It was mixed with some form of gritty materials to give it body and to 

help it to set; for the lower three layers Vitruvius recommends the use of sand, and for the 

top three marble-dust, which would produce a fine, white surface. In the best-quality 

decorations, such as those of the so-called House of Livia and the Farnesina villa, both in 

Rome (the first certainly and the second possibly a property of the imperial family), such six-

layer techniques were actually used, but most wall-plasters were much simpler, consisting 

of just one or two undercoats and a fine surface-coat containing powdered limestone or the 

like. 

 

The main object of multiple layers was to create ideal conditions for painting in the so-called 

"fresco" technique, which depends on the plaster remaining damp and soft during painting. 

Since each new coat was damper than the previous one, the moisture tended at first to be 

sucked towards the wall. This, together with the pressure which the craftsman exerted on 

the material, helped to bond the layers into one thick mass. Then ultimately, as the plaster 

set by contact with the air. the moisture was drawn back outwards, and the thickness of the 

material ensured that the surface remained damp long enough for the painter to operate 

without undue haste. 

 

Fresco techniques 

 

The fresco technique, which has been popular at various periods from the Bronze Age to the 

present day, has the effect of binding the colours firmly to the plaster. Its success is due to 

the chemical reaction which occurs when plaster sets; lime is drawn to the surface by the 

escaping moisture and reacts with carbon dioxide in the air to form a crystalline layer which 

'imprisons' the pigments. They do not sink into the plaster, as is often stated, but are 

permeated by the tiny crystals, which knit together and hold them in a kind of web. 

 

That Roman painters worked in fresco is clearly confirmed by Vitruvius, though he did not 

understand how it worked. "When the colours are carefully laid upon the damp plaster," he 

says, "they do not fail but are permanently durable." His testimony is supported by 



indications in surviving wall-paintings. Beneath figures and other details which required 

careful brushwork, for example, it is often possible to see tiny indentations left by the 

artist's finger-nails as he used his free hand to support the hand that held the brush. If the 

surface had been dry, he would not have needed to take such precautions to avoid resting 

the brush-hand directly on the wall. The most tell-tale sign, however, is the presence of 

joints between the areas or stages of surface-plaster applied on different days to limit the 

amount of painting to be completed in each session. These are regularly found in Roman 

murals. Sometimes, as in the House of Livia, the different work-areas were executed in 

different grades of plaster – relatively coarse for the plainer parts, finer for decorative 

features and figure-scenes. In one house at Pompeii, the House of the Iliadic Shrine, there 

are several decorations in which work has been left uncompleted; and in each case only the 

part of the wall that was actually being painted had received the final layer of plaster. The 

process is clearest in a bedroom where the upper zone of the wall has been plastered and 

painted but the rest remains bare; the decorator had begun to trim the lower edge along a 

line in readiness for the application of the next stage of plastering, but was interrupted 

before he could complete his task. How closely the painter had to follow on the heels of the 

plasterer is implied by a carved gravestone from Sens in France, which shows a plasterer 

and painter working simultaneously on the same scaffolding. 

 

The plan of attack 

 

The unfinished Pompeian decorations confirm that fresco-painting was (not surprisingly) 

carried out from the top of the wall to the bottom. In rooms of manageable size, the surface 

was divided into three horizontal stages which corresponded to the three zones into which 

the decorative schemes were normally divided; indeed, the emergence of a three-zone 

decorative system may have been partly due to the technical demands of fresco. Vertical 

divisions were less common, except where walls were long or elaborately decorated and it 

was necessary to break the surface-area into smaller units. Like the horizontal joints, vertical 

joints were made to coincide with lines in the decorative scheme. 

 

In mapping out his decoration the painter frequently drew guide-lines in the plaster. 

Sometimes these were applied in red ochre, like the "sinopia" of the Renaissance; and in 

one decoration at least, in the House of the Labyrinth at Pompeii, the ancient artist has 

actually anticipated the common Renaissance practice of putting the "sinopia" on the coarse 

undercoat rather than the final surface. More usually, however, the guide-lines were scored 

with a pointed implement on the final surface. This was particularly necessary for geometric 

patterns, where a high degree of precision was desired, but it was also employed to sketch 

out figures and figure-groups. The advantage of incised lines was that they left no 

distracting traces of colour; once the painting had been completed they were virtually 

invisible. 

 



One of the most striking characteristics of Roman wall-paintings, or at least of the better-

quality ones with coloured backgrounds, is the brilliant sheen of the surface. Nothing 

comparable occurs in Renaissance or later murals. Modern writers have suggested various 

elaborate means by which it could have been obtained, but the true method was probably 

straightforward. It consisted in burnishing the surface with floats and stone rubbers after 

the ground-colours had been applied. As Vitruvius tells us, "When the plaster has been 

made solid by working over with floats and smoothed till it has the firm whiteness of marble 

the walls will have a brilliant lustre when the colours are laid on and polished." Traces of 

such burnishing are clearly visible under microscopic examination. 

 

Putting in the figures 

 

For ornaments and figures painted over coloured grounds adhesion was achieved by one of 

three methods. If the plaster was still sufficiently damp, pressure was exerted with a 

rubbing stone or the like to bring more lime-water to the surface so that the painter could 

continue to work in true fresco; signs of this practice are the slight indentations which result 

from the tooling and the better preservation of the background colour caused by the second 

dose of lime. If, however, the plaster was already dry, the colours might be applied either in 

a specially prepared solution of limewater (the so-called 'fresco secco" technique), or with 

an organic medium which would 'glue' them to the surface (the tempera technique). Where 

parts of the figures or ornaments have fallen away since antiquity, this was presumably 

either because insufficient lime had been present for the fresco technique to work properly 

or because the binding medium had turned out to to be inefficient. 

 

For more complex painting, and especially for the principal figure-scenes, where the artist 

needed plenty of time, fresh plaster would often be applied, even at the expense of 

chipping away a surface which had already been laid. A clear illustration is provided by the 

paintings from the House of Livia, where each of the main mythological pictures was treated 

as a separate days work. Such panels were clearly painted by a different artist or artists from 

those who did the background. In some cases they were prepared in a workshop and 

installed in the wall after completion; the wooden frames and trays in which they were set, 

for ease of transport, have often left their imprints in the plaster, though the timber has 

long since rotted away. In an example at Herculaneum the charred remains of a wooden 

frame were found in position surrounding a painting of Cupids playing with the attributes of 

Apollo. 

 

Repairs and Patches 

 

In the course of time frescoes inevitably became worn or damaged, in which case they 

required repair. The most extreme form of repair was total renewal, which was normally 

done by simply spreading a new layer of plaster over the old (the surface of which had 



previously been pecked with small holes to provide a purchase). Where the necessary repair 

was confined to one part of the decoration, perhaps because a crack had appeared or 

because the paintings had been chipped by furniture, the surrounding surface was chipped 

away, generally as far as some convenient decorative division which would help to make the 

reworking less conspicuous. Then new plaster was added and painted in the normal way. 

Usually the painter tried to tone in the repair with the surrounding decoration, but 

sometimes he made no attempt to do so. and we get abrupt changes of colour and style 

which jar upon the eye. 

 

An interesting variant upon repairs is the re-cycling of selected panels or emblems. There is 

plenty of evidence for pieces of plaster being cut from abandoned decorations to  be re-set 

in new ones. The best-known example is a group of seven figured panels of Augustan date 

found stacked at the foot of a wall in Herculaneum; they had evidently been cut from 

damaged decorations and were waiting for a new home when the city was buried in A.D. 79. 

Other examples can actually be recognised in completed schemes, such as that of a room in 

the House of M. Fabius Rufus at Pompeii where a group of theatrical masks from a 

decoration of the first century B.C. was inserted in a wall of the first century A.D. Elsewhere, 

we find holes in the plaster which mark the former positions of emblems which were 

salvaged in antiquity when a house was abandoned. 

 

All this testifies to the high esteem in which paintings were held and the length to which 

house-owners were prepared to go to get the right kind. Wall-paintings were a social 

necessity: the more you had and the finer they were, the better the impression you made 

upon callers. The fact that acquiring such a status-symbol meant engaging firms of fresco-

painters, with their elaborate and time-consuming methods. and with all the disruption that 

they must have caused to the household, provides a vivid comment upon the Roman way of 

life. 
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